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Willow Creek Success – 20 years of Recovery 
This photo, on Reach 5 across from the home of Galen Wunsch, shows a highly 
recovered stream channel.  This reach was deeply incised and degraded 50 years 
previously.  The landowner has employed a variety of conservation practices and hard 
work to bring it back to its current condition.  Not too many years ago, Galen had a cow 
that fell into the deeply incised channel that existed in the mid-area of the photo, and had 
to rig a hoist to lift it out.  The stream bottom has risen many feet by trapping sediments 
and developing strong root masses.   
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Executive Summary 
 
The interdisciplinary team of Wayne Elmore, John Anderson and Mike Lunn conducted 
Proper Functioning Condition (PFC) assessments of 17.7 miles of the Willow Creek 
Watershed during the period July 5-8, 2005.  These assessments provide the foundation 
for developing a common understanding of watershed health by both stream reach and 
total stream length.  It will hopefully also provide more opportunities to continue the 
work begun by the Willow Creek Watershed Council, landowners and agencies in 
improving the health of stream reaches, prioritizing work activities, developing plans for 
restoration and developing financial assistance requests to various government and non-
government entities. 
 
The upper watershed tributaries to Willow Creek including Higgins Creek, Coon Creek 
and Newbill Creek are mostly unaltered stream systems meaning they are primarily still 
in their original channels.  The mainstem of Willow Creek, below Reach 1, has been 
severely degraded in some reaches by elimination of willows 50-60 years ago largely 
through Federal government programs.  When the willows were killed, the highly erosive 
and deep sediments in the valley bottom severely eroded, downcutting 20 feet or more in 
places.  Since then, further engineered alteration has occurred, straightening out sections 
of stream channel, relocating channels, installation of a variety of log, rock and other 
structures, and construction of ponds and reservoirs.  As the assessment progressed down 
Willow Creek, a variety of stream evolution states were documented, from very early in 
the recovery process to Proper Functioning Condition, and Potential Plant Communities. 
 
Continuing headcuts pose major threats to the future of a number of reaches in the 
headwater areas.  Many of these headcuts are draining, or soon will drain extensive areas 
of what should be highly productive wet meadows.  These meadows are capable of 
capturing and storing millions of gallons of water that can be available for cool and late 
season inputs to Willow Creek and the affected tributaries.  The highest priority for 
restoration should be to repair and stabilize the headcuts, and to provide management on 
the adjacent lands that will enable the stabilizing riparian vegetation to regain vigor, 
spread, and increase the amount of stream reach that is protected by the strong roots of 
willows, sedges and rushes.  A variety of other opportunities are identified in the reach 
assessments. 
 
Another opportunity is to develop much more extensive areas of productive streams and 
wetlands by allowing some of the channelized and confined sections to evolve to more 
natural stream conditions.  This would require development of new landowner objectives 
and financial incentives that recognize the value of conservation for broader social needs 
that generally requires funding not readily available to private landowners.   Clean and 
cold water, fish and wildlife habitat, scenic and open spaces and other values provided by 
healthy streams are highly desired by society and in the coming decades may be an 
important product produced by farmers and ranchers.  Streams can meet the basic 
requirements of laws and regulations without providing many of the higher values of 
which they are capable. 
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We want to commend the private landowners who gave permission to assess the 
condition of their stream reaches and for their interest and commitment to healthy 
streams and healthy communities.  We sincerely hope our findings benefit their future 
management. 
 

General Recommendations 
Collection of Landowner Information  
Discussions with private landowners revealed the presence of considerable information 
including historical photos, personal history, site specific stream history, and in some 
cases established photo points.  They also may have observational records on channel 
changes after past willow spraying and removal projects and other programs that could 
help develop an historical overview of stream history.  Several landowners have 
conducted and are currently planning a variety of efforts to restore their streams.  
Documenting this would help develop a more comprehensive and complete grant 
proposal.   
 
Interview private landowners and document restoration projects that have been 
implemented in the last 15-20 years.  Locate old photo points, GPS their location, and 
retake the pictures.  Use data for a case history project and publish in a Journal such as 
Rangelands (Society for Range Management or AWRA).  The government has funded a 
lot of work in the watershed but the landowners have also paid for a lot out of their own 
pocket and in kind, for example the willow planting, fencing, and maintenance on the 
structures.  Most of the landowners in Willow Creek want to “fix the creek” and that is a 
tremendous opportunity.  Complete an inventory of successful structures and record type, 
location, material, and apparent stream adjustments to better plan future projects.  Work 
with Jefferson County to limit OHV access to this area during wet seasons of the year 
through road closures, fencing, or both.  Currently OHV use is causing unacceptable 
damage to roads, riparian areas, and wet meadows that should be stopped.   
 
We also recommend that Jefferson County not support reopening the road up Coon Creek 
from the County road.  If public access on that road is provided we predict an increase in 
resource damage to private lands including some of the best condition reaches within the 
watershed.      
 
Monitoring 
Establish monitoring stations including stream cross sections, photo points, and 
vegetation trend studies as described in Monitoring Riparian Resources (Winward 2000 
or Cowley and Burton 2000). 
 
Channel Relocation 
The ID team was told by Jan Roofner about plans to engineer a new channel in the 
Newbill Creek meadows.  Incorporate information from the PFC Assessment (especially  
the location of hydric species) and incorporate this information into the design study on 
Newbill Creek to avoid increasing risk by building in the high risk mesic graminoid sites.  
Any proposals to relocate Willow Creek in reaches 6-9 should be seriously reconsidered.   
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Any channel engineering is typically very high cost and also high risk.  Very careful 
planning needs to accompany such proposals. 
 
Channel Structures 
Willow Creek reaches 6-9 have the best opportunity for projects but they will have 
differing designs.  Reach 6 appeared to have very few structures however reaches 8 and 9 
have several.  The latter has several stable sites and could employ small loose rock 
placement to begin raising the water table a little higher.      
  
Plantings 
Continue planting willows cuttings and also incorporate sedges and rushes using both 
plugs and seeds.  Sedge and rush seeds can be collected in Sept. and spread and cover 
along bare banks that have evolved a floodplain.  This is a good early school project for 
students.  They might also get the school district to root plants in their botany class by 
placing cuttings in wet buckets of sand.  Crook County HS received funding and built a 
nursery specifically just for that purpose which has now expanded to include other 
projects.  We believe this is also an opportunity for Madras area schools.  
 
Livestock Management Programs 
Many of the FAR reaches are being impacted by grazing systems that do not provide for 
riparian health, and changes in season of use, frequency, duration, and or intensity of use 
could have major beneficial effects for both stream health and livestock weight gains.  In 
other areas, grazing systems are fully compatible with riparian areas and both situations 
are noted on the reach assessments. 
 
Education 
The Team feels there are several educational opportunities in the Willow Creek 
watershed including those listed under “Collection of Landowner Information”.  Central 
Oregon is privileged to have many programs available through watershed councils, 
extension programs, federal agencies and others to help people understand how they can 
better manage stream resources.  The “Creeks and Community” approach developed by 
the National Riparian Service Team has a series of modules that have proven successful 
across the western United States, Mexico and Canada.  When people understand ways to 
improve the lands and streams that are important to them, often they will change their 
management to take advantage of the new knowledge.  The Watershed Council should 
continue to use these resources. 
 
Priorities – The interdisciplinary team recommends according highest priorities to those 
reaches that are rated “Functioning at Risk” with a downward trend.  Current 
management on those reaches is causing degradation of one or more important PFC 
element, and the causes need to be addressed and modified.  Headcuts on several reaches 
are easily the most serious potential degrading factor; left unchecked they may accelerate 
and drain extensive wet meadow systems as they become “the drain in the bathtub”.  
Losses to water storage, water quality and quantity, forage production, fish and wildlife 
values and overall ecosystem health will occur. 
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I. Introduction and Background 
A.  Watershed Setting – Willow Creek drains 181 square miles (115,758 acres) in the 
central portion of the Deschutes River basin.  From its headwaters located on the western 
flank of the Ochoco Mountains, the mainstream and its tributaries flow in a northwest 
trend 26 miles, where it then empties into Lake Simtustus near the town of Madras, 
Oregon.  The mainstem Willow Creek and five mainstem tributaries drain the watershed; 
Higgins Creek, Coon Creek, Newbill Creek, McMeen Creek and Gray Butte Creek.  The 
majority of the watershed is located in Jefferson County but a small portion in the 
southeast corner lies in Crook County.  (Willow Creek Watershed Analysis, Spring 2000) 
B. Vicinity and Project Maps 
 

Project Vicinity 
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General Project Area 
 

 
 
 
C.  Contract Overview – The contract required a Proper Functioning Condition 
Assessment (PFC) of approximately 18-21 miles within the Willow Creek catchment 
(watershed).  A complete report on findings was a required part of the contract, including 
maps, photos at beginning and end of each reach, GPS waypoints, and completed PFC 
assessment field sheets.  Stream segments include all or parts of the upper nine miles of 
Willow Creek east of the Crooked River National Grasslands, Higgins and Coon Creeks 
and the upper section of Newbill Creek.  Eight private landowners and a small reach of 
Bureau of Land Management lands are involved.  The Forest Service is additionally 
assessing approximately 1.5 miles on National Forest lands. 
D.  Field Assessment - The interdisciplinary team conducting the assessments included 
Wayne Elmore, stream ecologist/vegetation specialist, John Anderson, stream processes 
and fisheries habitat specialist, and Mike Lunn, forester and natural resources planning 
consultant.   Landowners and other involved people were invited to participate during the 
field assessments.  The assessments were conducted between July 5 and July 8, 2005.  
The earlier dates suggested in the RFP were delayed due to a cool and rainy spring that 
would not have allowed for full vegetative expression and assessment. 
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II. METHODOLOGY – Proper Functioning Condition (PFC) Assessment and 
Definitions 
 
 The Proper Functioning Condition assessment method described in the Bureau of Land 
Management Technical Reference 1737-151 was the protocol used for the field 
assessment. Standard checklist forms (Appendix 1) were completed in the field by the 
interdisciplinary team at the end of each reach.  
 
This methodology was originally developed for BLM by a team of fifty scientists 
specializing in hydrology, soils/geology, vegetation, and biology. They developed the 
Riparian-Wetland Functional Checklist of seventeen hydrology, vegetation, and 
erosion/deposition (soils) attributes that must be considered when evaluating riparian 
areas to determine their physical functionality. The assessment is used to identify any 
significant attributes that may be out of balance with the natural processes necessary for 
the system to function properly and maintain its channel dimension, pattern, and profile 
in respect to its landscape setting during a moderately high event (25-30 years).  The PFC 
teams commonly use Rosgen stream channel typing to determine whether the stream is 
near the shape, size and pattern expected for its landscape setting or if it is outside the 
natural range of variability (Rosgen, 1996). 
 
The PFC method has been tested and utilized for over a decade in wildland environments 
managed by the United States Department of the Interior (USDI/ BLM), United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA/Forest Service), and private agricultural lands in 
coordination with the Natural Resources Conservation Service (USDA/NRCS). The 
methodology has been applied in Canada, Mexico, and several other countries. It is 
currently being taught in a number of universities and is now being used in metropolitan 
areas where it is successfully being applied to collaboratively resolve issues associated 
with urban streams and wetlands.  The PFC methodology has been the minimum protocol 
for stream assessments for the Bureau of Land Management since 1992 and has been 
applied on over 40,000 miles of public land streams under their management.     
 
Appropriate use of this assessment requires an interdisciplinary team of individuals with 
journey-level skills in hydrology, vegetation, soils/geology, and biology in order to 
adequately perform a field assessment using the Riparian-Wetland Functional Checklist. 
For assessment purposes, the team divides the stream into a series of finite segments 
(reaches), each having common attributes and processes. Results of the assessments are 
provided to land management agencies and citizen groups to build a mutual 
understanding of the physical processes that are governing the stream and watershed. 
Managers, landowners, and concerned citizens have used PFC assessments for 
                                                 
1 Prichard, Don., J. Anderson, C. Correll, J. Fogg, K. Gebhardt, R. Krapf, S. Leonard, B. 
Mitchell, J. Staats. 1998. Riparian area management: a users guide to assessing Proper 
Functioning Condition and the supporting science for lotic areas. TR 1737-15. Bureau of 
Land Management, BLM/RS/ST-98/001+1737, National Applied Resource Sciences 
Center, CO. 126 pp. 
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development of management strategies designed to bring about outcomes that are 
realistic and achievable. PFC assessment findings for stream and riparian zones provide 
indicators of the limits of the watershed’s capacity to produce certain values. An accurate 
portrayal of the physical processes and their present condition is essential in designing 
plans to manage the watershed for values important to the community.  
 
The PFC methodology recognizes four categories of stream functionality:  
1) Proper Functioning Condition (PFC) 
    A riparian-wetland area is considered to be in Proper Functioning Condition when 
adequate vegetation, landform, or large woody material is present to: 
1. Dissipate stream energy associated with high stream flows, thereby reducing erosion 

and improving water quality; 
2. Filter sediment, capture bedload, and aid floodplain development; 
3. Improve flood-water retention and ground-water recharge; 
4. Develop root masses that stabilize stream banks against cutting action; 
5. Develop diverse ponding and channel characteristics to provide the habitat and the 

water depth, duration, and temperature necessary for fish production, waterfowl 
breeding, and other uses; 

6. Support greater biodiversity.       
 
 2) Functional-At Risk (FAR) 
Riparian-wetland areas that are, for the most part, in functional condition but an existing 
soil, water, or vegetation attribute makes them susceptible to degradation during 
moderately high flow events.  Streams that are rated Functional-At-Risk are assigned a 
trend rating of up (improving), down (becoming worse) or not apparent. 
 
3) Nonfunctional 
Riparian-wetland areas that clearly are not providing adequate vegetation, landform, or 
large woody material to dissipate stream energy associated with high flows and thus are 
not reducing erosion, improving water quality, etc. 
 
4) Unknown - Riparian-wetland areas on which managers lack sufficient information to 
make any form of determination. 
  
Two additional terms merit definition and discussion in this section.  Those are “trend” 
and “liner.” 
 
 Trend – As noted above, trend is assigned to Functional-At-Risk streams; trend is 

upward (moving towards PFC), downward (moving away from PFC), or not 
apparent.  Trend is determined by the interdisciplinary team during the evaluation; 
most frequently vegetation is the primary determining factor for trend.   Upward 
trend may be identified by such things as increasing distribution and composition 
of obligate and facultative-wet plants (indicative of increasing soil moisture) and 
reduction of upland plants or low vigor upland plants in riparian areas.  Vigor of 
riparian plants is another key and can be measured by the width of the leaf blade 
near the base of the leaf on some sedges, and length of annual growth on some 
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woody species.  The presence of certain colonizing species like brook grass, 
backed up by new individual plants of spike rush, with more sedges, rushes and 
perhaps willows beyond the water edge is an example of another indicator of 
recruitment of riparian plants.  Other indicators are new shoots from rhizomatous 
species and the presence of multiple woody age classes, especially seedlings and 
young.  In the early years of recovery, vegetative expression (height and quantity 
of above-ground material) is often visually very evident, while later important 
changes in species composition, plant vigor, density of stabilizing communities, 
root extension and other changes are less obvious visually.  On some sites the 
later-stage trend may appear very slow or not apparent to the casual observers 
because changes are not visually evident without more careful examination.  
Experienced and knowledgeable observers are critical to successful application of 
the survey method as they are able to evaluate a host of factors to determine trend.   

 
Preferably, determination of trend is aided by comparing the present situation 
with previous photos, trend studies, inventories and any other documentation or 
information gained through interviews to help judge trend but frequently those are 
lacking or only represent a small section of stream.  Very little historical 
information was available to the team for comparative purposes on the reaches 
surveyed for this contract, the majority of information was gained through 
anecdotal information provided by the permittees who accompanied the 
interdisciplinary team. 
 

 Liner – A liner is an answer on the PFC lotic checklist where the assessed 
condition seems to lie between a clear “yes” and a clear “no.”  Sometimes this is 
caused by differences within the stream reach, for example, on question 1 there 
may be an easily identifiable floodplain that is inundated in “relatively frequent” 
events only on part of the reach.  In the vegetation section, there may be a strong 
presence of herbaceous vegetation, but expected woody species are weak or 
absent.  The answer is not clearly yes or no, but rather a “liner.”  When questions 
are assigned a liner answer, the rationale is clearly documented on the PFC 
checklist.  Liners are often a key element for future monitoring. 

 
Rosgen stream classifications are described in the publication Applied River 
Morphology by Dave Rosgen and Lee Silvey.   According to Rosgen, this system 
provides a common, understandable description of a wide range of river types and 
enables a diverse group of interested people to better communicate and share complex 
information about streams.  Further, the Rosgen methodology is an official protocol used 
by the USDA Forest Service and USDI Bureau of Land Management.  A simplified 
diagram of the Rosgen classification is provided in Appendix 5. 
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III.  Assessment Results 
Table 1 – PFC Determinations by Reach 

(See Maps with reaches delineated, Appendix 2) 
 

Reach name Landowner PFC FAR Trend Non Functional Relative 
Scale 

Higgins R1 Ochoco Lbr  X up  mid 
Higgins R2 “  X NA  low 

Higgins Trib 1 “  X Up  mid 
Higgins Trib 2 “  X NA  low 
Higgins Trib 3 “  X NA  low 
Coon Ck R1 Ochoco Lbr X    low 
Coon Ck R2 “  X Down  low 
Coon Ck R3 “  X Down  low 
Coon Ck R4 Monroe X    high 
Coon Ck R5 Wunsch X    high 
Coon Ck R6 “  X NA  mid 
Newbill R1 Ochoco Lbr  X Down  low 
Newbill R2 “  X Down  low 
Newbill R3 Bruun  X Down  low 
Willow R1 Ochoco Lbr  X Down  mid 
Willow R2 “  X Up  mid 
Willow R4 “  X Up  mid 
Willow R5 Wunsch X    low 
Willow R6 Fessler  X Up  low 
Willow R7 Molony  X NA  low 
Willow R8 “ X    low 
Willow R9 “  X NA  low 
Willow R10 BLM  X Up  mid 
Willow R11 Molony  X Up  low 

 
PFC – Proper Functioning Condition 
FAR – Functioning at Risk – Trend is assigned to FAR streams only 
NA- No apparent trend 
Relative Scale is used to give an approximate relationship to PFC or FAR.  A stream 
rated as FAR, upward trend, with a relative scale rating of “high” would indicate the 
stream is nearing PFC.   An FAR rating of low would indicate stream is in the early 
stages of recovery, with only a few key attributes working as needed.  Low PFC indicates 
the stream is properly functioning, but still well below potential.  High PFC would 
indicate stream is near potential.  These relative scales are shown on the reverse side of 
the Lotic PFC sheets in the form of a thermometer.  They were assigned by the 
experienced interdisciplinary team based on their subjective views of the combination of 
physical factors that reflect stream health. 
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 Willow Creek PFC Assessment 

Table 2.- PFC Physical Characteristics by Reach 
Stream 
Name 

Reach 
No. 

Channel 
Rosgen 
Type 

Current 

Channel 
Rosgen 

Potential 

Reach 
Length 
Miles 

Ave % 
Gradient 

Of  Stream 
Valley 

Vegetation 
Community 

Potential Type 

Waypoint 
Begin/ 
End 

Higgins Creek 1 Bc B/Steep E 0.73 4  shrub/sedge-
rush 

007 – 011 

Higgins Creek 2 G Bc 1.38  3 Shrub/sedge-
rush 

011 – 020 

Higgins Creek Trib 1 meadow E, meadow 0.34 1  Sedge/rush 012 - 013 
Higgins Creek Trib 2 B5 B5 0.27  5 Shrub/sedges 014 – 011 
Higgins Creek Trib 3 E&B E&B 0.52 4 Sedges, shrubs 017 – 018 
Coon Creek 1 E E 0.46 4 Sedge/rush, 

willows 
031 - 032 

Coon Creek 2 B B6/marsh 1.19 2 Sedge/rush, 
willows 

032 – 033 

Coon Creek 3 E/G E6 0.20 3 Sedge rush, 
willows 

033 – 026 

Coon Creek 4 E6 E6& marsh 0.60 2 Sedge rush 026 - 035 
Coon Creek  5 E6 E6 0.40 2 Sedge rush 035 – 037 
Coon Creek  6 G C5/e 0.66 2 Willow/sedge 037 – 036 

Newbill Creek 1 Marsh/B Be 0.46 7 Sedge rush 046 – 049 
Newbill Creek 2 Marsh/G E/Marsh 0.72 3 Sedge rush 049 - 054 
Newbill Creek 3 Marsh/G E/marsh 0.50 3 Sedge rush 054 – 057 
Willow Creek 1 E E 0.36 2 Sedge rush 021 – 020 
Willow Creek 2 Gc C4/5 1.24 2 Willow/sedges 020 – 022 
Willow Creek 4 G C4/5 0.31 1 Willow/sedges 042 – 043 
Willow Creek 5 Gc Ce 1.58 1.5 Willow/sedges 043 – 038 
Willow Creek 6 G C4/5 2.30 1 Willow/sedges 038 – 041 
Willow Creek 7 G Ec 0.38 1 Sedges/willow 058 – 059 
Willow Creek 8 G E 1.37 >1 Sedges/willow 059 – 060 
Willow Creek 9 B(F?) E 0.69 1.6 Sedges/willow 060 – 063 
Willow Creek 10 B(F?) E 0.37 1.6 Sedges/willow 063 - 064 
Willow Creek 11 B(F) E 0.67 2 Sedges/willow 064 – 065 

TOTAL MILES    17.70    

 
*No reach 3 on Willow Creek 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Left photo was taken sometime between 1958 – 63 on the old Morrow Ranch 
showing constructed channel.  Right photo was taken at beginning of reach 7.  
While the vegetation along the channel is different, the channel basically remains 
the same.  Rock drop structures were added to further stabilize channel; channel is 
“locked in place” barring further engineering.  Also note increased juniper on hill. 
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Riparian Vegetation by Reach 
 

Riparian vegetation is displayed by reach in Vegetation tables V1, V2, V3 and V4.  
Species are rated as: 
X – Present. 

Table 1V - Willow Species 
 

Reach name Saex 
 

Sala Sabe2 Sage2 Sale Sasc Sabo2    Other 
 

Higgins Creek R-1      X   
Higgins Creek R-2  X X   X X  
Higgins Creek Trib. 1         
Higgins Creek Trib. 2         
Higgins Creek Trib. 3      X   
Coon Creek R-1    X X  X  
Coon Creek R-2   X X X  X  
Coon Creek R-4   X X   X  
Coon Creek R-5  X X X X  X  
Coon Creek R-6       X  
Newbill Creek R-1         
Newbill Creek R-2         
Newbill Creek R-3 X        
Willow Creek R-1         
Willow Creek R-2 X X  X X X X  
Willow Creek R-4 X X  X X X X  
Willow Creek R-5 X X  X X X X  
Willow Creek R-6 X        
Willow Creek R-7 X      X  
Willow Creek R-8  X       
Willow Creek R-9         
Willow Creek R-10      X   
Willow Creek R-11 X     X   
* No reach 3 on Willow Cr. 
Salix exigua – Saex - coyote willow 
Salix lasiandra – Sala – whiplash willow/Pacific Willow 
Salix bebbiana – Sabe2 – Bebb willow 
Salix geyeriana – Sage2 – Geyer willow 
Salix lemmonii – Sale - lemon willow 
Salix scouleriana  Sasc  Scoulers Willow*  
Salix boothii – Sabo2 – Booth willow 
*Willow Creek R-6 was planted with several species after the survey.  
*(Scoulers Willow is generally not considered a riparian species but was found in the 
active floodplain and adjacent to the stream in several reaches and may have been 
planted) 
*Lower Higgins Cr. R-2 Bebbs, Booth and Alder were planted 
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Table 2V – Other woody species 

 
Reach name 
 

Alin Rowo  Ripe  
  

Risa Potr  Cose  Prvi  

Higgins Creek R-1  X X X    
Higgins Creek R-2 X   X   X 
Higgins Creek Trib. 1  X      
Higgins Creek Trib. 2  X X X  X  
Higgins Creek Trib. 3      X  
Coon Creek R-1  X  X    
Coon Creek R-2  X  X X   
Coon Creek R-3  X      
Coon Creek R-4        
Coon Creek R-5     X   
Coon Creek R-6        
Newbill Creek R-1  X  X    
Newbill Creek R-2        
Newbill Creek R-3        
Willow Creek R-1  X  X X   
Willow Creek R-2  X  X X X  
Willow Creek R-4 X X  X  X X 
Willow Creek R-5  X       

Willow Creek R-6  X  X    
Willow Creek R-7        
Willow Creek R-8  X      
Willow Creek R-9        
Willow Creek R-10        
Willow Creek R-11        
 
* No Reach 3 on Willow Creek 
 
Alnus incana  Alin   Mountain alder (Planted) 
Poplus tremuloides   Potr  Quaking aspen 
Rosa woodsii   Rowo  Woods rose  
Cornus sericea  Cose  Red-osier dogwood 
Ribes petiolare  Ripe  Black Currant 
Ribes sanguineum Rise  Yellow Currant 
Prunus virginiana  Prvi  Common chokecherry 
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Table 3V – Sedges  
   

Reach name Cane 
  

Caut  Caaq2  Cala2  Cale  Caam Casi Capr Cafi  Cami 

Higgins Creek R-1 X     X  X X  
Higgins Creek R-2 X       X X  
Higgins Cr. Trib.1        X X  
Higgins Cr. Trib.2      X X X   
Higgins Cr. Trib.3   X   X X X X  
Coon Creek R-1 X X X   X   X  
Coon Creek R-2 X X   X  X  X  
Coon Creek R-3 X X     X X   
Coon Creek R-4 X X X X   X X  X 
Coon Creek R-5 X X X X X  X X  X 
Coon Creek R-6       X X   
Newbill Creek R-1   X     X   
Newbill Creek R-2 X X X X   X X X X 
Newibll Creek R-3 X X X X   X X X X 
Willow Creek R-1 X  X     X   
Willow Creek R-2 X  X    X X   
Willow Creek R-4  X         
Willow Creek R-5 X X X  X X X X X X 
Willow Creek R-6 X        X X 
Willow Creek R-7       X    
Willow Creek R-8 X X X     X   
Willow Creek R-9       X X   
Willow Cr. R-10       X X X X 
Willow Cr. R-11       X  X  

* No reach 3 on Willow Creek 
Carex nebrascensis  Cane  Nebraska Sedge 
Carex aquatica  Caaq2  Aquatic Sedge 
Carex utriculata  Caut  Beaked Sedge (aka Bladder sedge) 
Carex lanuginosa Cala2  Woolly Sedge 
Carex lenticularis Cale  Tufted Sedge   
Carex amplifolia  Caam  Big leaf sedge 
Carex simulata   Casi  Analogue Sedge 
Carex praegracilis  Capr  Silver Sedge 
Carex filifolia  Cafi  Thread-leaved Sedge 
Carex micropters  Cami  Small Winged Sedge 
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Table 4v - Bulrush/Rush/Grass List 
 

Reach 
Name 

Juba Jien June Julo Scmi Elpa Tyla Phar Caaq1 Misp Roaq Rasp Scam 

Higgins   
R-1 

X X X X X X   X X X X  
Higgins   
R-2 

X    X X   X X X X  
Higgins  
Trib. 1 

X X   X     X X   
Higgins  
Trib. 2 

X    X X    X X   
Higgins  
Trib. 3 

X X X  X     X X   
Coon   
R-1 

X    X X    X X X  
Coon   
R-2 

X     X X  X X X   
Coon   
R-3 

X  X   X    X X X  
Coon   
R-4 

X X X X  X     X   
Coon   
R-5 

X X X   X     X X  
Coon   
R-6 

X X X X          
Newbill  
R-1 

X             
Newbill  
R-2 

X X X           
Newbill   
R-3 

X X X           
Willow 
R-1 

X X X  X    X  X X  
Willow  
R-2 

X X   X X        
Willow   
R-3 

X             
Willow  
R-4 

X    X  X  X X X X  
Willow   
R-5 

X    X X   X X X X  
Willow   
R-6 

X    X X  X X X X X  
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Reach 
Name 

Juba Jien June Julo Scmi Elpa Tyla Phar Caaq1 Misp Roaq Rasp Scam 

Willow 
R-7 

X    X X    X    
Willow  
R-8 

X X     X X X X X X  
Willow   
R-9 

X     X      X  
Willow   
R-10 

X  X  X X  X    X X 
Willow  
R-11 

X     X  X     X 
Juncus balticus  Juba  Baltic Rush     Eleocharis  palustris  Elpa Creeping spike rush 
Juncus ensifolius  Juen  Swordleaf Rush     Roripa aquaticum Roaq Water Cress 
Juncus nevadensis  June  Nevada Rush     Rannunculus spp. Rasp  Water Buttercup 
Juncus longistylis  Julo  Longstyle Rush     Mimulus spp.  Misp  Monkey Flower 
Scirpus microcarpus Scmi  Small fruit bulrush    Phalaris arundinacea  Phar  Reed canary grass 
Scirpus americanus Scam  Three Square Bulrush 
Typha latifolia Tyla  Cat-tail 
Catabrosa aquatica Caaq1 Brook grass 

 
Vegetation Stability Rating 

Ratings:  Vegetation ratings are based on the publication “Monitoring the Vegetation 
Resources in Riparian Areas” (Winward 2000).  He assigns each community type a 
greenline stability class ranking, ranging from 1 (least) to 10 (greatest), rating its ability 
to buffer the forces of moving water.  A 10 rating is also assigned to anchored rock. 
 
Willow Species:  All willow species rate 7-8 out of a possible score of 10 for bank 
stability except for Coyote willow which rates a 6.  All of these species increase to 8-10 
when combined with most rhizomatous sedge species. 
 
Woody Species:  Most woody species found in the Willow Creek Watershed rate 6-7 
except the Currant species which all rate a 5. 
 
Sedges and Rushes: Stability ratings for rhizomatous and clumped sedges are not 
always the same  for bank stability and variability cam range both between and within the 
groups and species.  For example, rhizomatous sedges and rushes like Nebraska, Aquatic, 
Small Fruited Bulrush, and Baltic Rush range from 7- 9. Clumped sedges (cespitose) like 
Big leaf sedge also rate a 9 but other sedges in this group like Tufted sedge, Small 
winged sedge, and Creeping spike Rush  rate 4-5 and are considered transition species 
between colonizers and stabilizers. 
 
Grasses: Grasses like Kentucky bluegrass, redtop, and pasture grasses rate a 2-3 for 
stability.   
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Colonizers: Species like water cress, Brook grass, and Monkey flower rate a 3 but are 
critical in capturing fine sediments to build sites for stabilizing species to become 
established. 
 

IV – Individual Reach Narratives 
  

Higgins Creek Reach 1 
Summary Determination - Reach 1 was found to be Functional at Risk, with an 
“Upward Trend”, with a relative scale of midway in the FAR classification.  Factors 
influencing the rating included the presence of some small headcuts that should be held 
together at nick points created by embedded large wood and/or rock, and inadequate 
cover of stabilizing vegetation along sections of the Reach. 
Reach Description – Reach begins in the spring/seep complex at the head of the stream 
on land owned by Ochoco Lumber Company.  See Map 1.  Reach ends at the confluence 
of unnamed tributary (Reach Trib 2), a first order stream that adds enough water to cause 
different energies within the Higgins Creek channel.  Reach length is 0.73 miles.  
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Potential is conifer woodland 
with sedges and rushes in understory.  Rush/sedge community should be persistent even 
with moderate future shading as conifers re-grow.  Channel currently is a Rosgen B/C 
complex, and over time will move towards an E channel type in the lower gradient, wider 
valley bottom sections. 
Hydrologic Factors – Stream has downcut along much of the reach, however will reform 
a floodplain in the channel bottom as the creek manages to widen out incised areas.  
Riparian area is widening where adequate channel and floodplain development width 
exists. 
Vegetation Factors – See Vegetation list.  Good composition and age-class distribution 
of herbaceous plants, only one willow, a Scoulers observed.  This species is normally not 
a riparian willow, but rather occurs typically in uplands.  However, it was found several 
times during this assessment in the riparian areas.  Bank cover of stabilizing species is a 
primary vegetation problem, site needs at least 80% bank cover and current reach 
estimate is 60% cover.  For the long term, replacement of large trees is necessary to 
provide for continuing supply of wood needed for energy dissipation.  Large wood is 
very important in system. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Several small headcuts noted, held together currently by 
embedded wood.  No upland sediment/erosion contributions to channel noted. 
Management/Monitoring Recommendations – Reach was fenced in fall, 2004, and it is 
anticipated this will accelerate recovery.  Fence on upper end could be extended to 
include spring/seep area in meadow along Higgins Creek Road, exclosure fence up main 
channel should be extended to encompass wet meadow.  Piping water to a livestock tank 
out of the riparian area would improve cattle watering and reduce riparian impacts.  
Growth of trees for shade, large wood is important to future.  
Major issue is the elimination of impacts from OHV’s.  This area appears to be growing 
in popularity for “mudbogging”, a highly destructive recreation practice.   
Establish photo points to document recovery in exclosure area, particularly where 
increased vegetation cover is needed.  
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Higgins Creek Reach 2  
Summary Determination – Reach was rated Functional at Risk with a “Not Apparent” 
trend.  While recovery was noted in several places, no clear trend was observed for the 
reach as a whole.  Stream is deeply incised and in early stages of recovery.   Vegetation 
needed for recovery is present, but inadequate amounts and distribution.  Incised areas 
need to evolve (widen) to allow for development of a new floodplain. 
Reach Description -  Reach begins at lower end of Reach 1, extends to County road 1.38 
miles below, at confluence with Willow Creek.  Property owner is Ochoco Lumber 
Company.  See map 1. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type –  Conifer woodland with 
willows, sedges and rushes.  Future channel will be a combination of B and C in the 
bottom of recovering incision. 
Hydrologic Factors – Channel is incised, will need to widen out in the bottom before 
recovery can occur.  Width-depth ratio is too high(channel is too wide), few places where 
riparian widening is occurring.  Few sections have rebuilt accessible floodplain. 
Vegetation Factors – Good composition and age class representation of vegetation, both 
herbaceous and woody.  Two species of willow noted, Scoulers and Pacific.  Based on 
substrate, this should be a productive willow site.  Estimate only 25% coverage of bank 
with stabilizing species, needs at least 80%.  There is still some residual pine and fir that 
can provide large wood in sections, but needs more overall as this is a wood-driven 
section. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Stream unable to currently access a floodplain, although 
beginning to build.  Needs to widen out bottom in order to increase sinuosity and 
decrease gradient. Stream appears to be vertically stable except for potential failure at the 
hardened crossing.  A small headcut has run up to the edge of the road fabric underlying 
the rock, not clear if the small rock will hold in high flow. 
Management /Monitoring Recommendations – Repair hardened crossing area.  Photo 
points should be established to document widening and colonization process that will 

 

Higgins Creek, Reach 1 
Just a small amount of OHV use 
can damage wet meadow systems, 
changing them from lentic, or 
standing water systems, to flowing 
water systems (lotic).  Often this 
will result in headcuts if roots are 
not strong beneath vigorous sedges 
and rushes.  If this kind of use is 
eliminated before more extensive 
damage and there are no higher 
than normal flows, this site will 
heal in a few years. 
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occur in bottom of channel as recovery evolves.  Reach was fenced on both sides in fall 
of 2004, will eliminate most livestock impacts that have retarded recovery. 
The short section just above the bridge needs to be watched as removal of the backed-up 
sediments during bridge construction has started a small headcut.  There may be enough 
rock just above it to stop gully formation.  Considerable sediments were released when 
bridge was installed that are working way downstream in Willow Creek Reach 2. 
  

Higgins Creek, Tributary 1 
Summary Determination – Reach is Functional at Risk, with a slight “Upward Trend”.  
Relative scale rating is mid.  Vehicle traffic has changed a lentic system to one with 
flowing water in the tracks; these fine sediment soils need to be vegetated with sedges 
and rushes, returned to wet meadow.   
Reach Description – Tributary 1 enters Higgins Creek from the north just below the 
beginning of the exclosure (See Map 1).  Property owner is Ochoco Lumber Company.  
A road parallels and crosses the stream/wetland. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Without the road and vehicle 
use, system would be a lentic wetland system from spring seep area to confluence with 
Higgins Creek.  Potential now is a series of low-gradient wetlands connected by segments 
of E channels like a necklace.  Vegetation potential is sedge/ rush community. 
Hydrologic Factors – Early seral stage channel sections caused by vehicle damage and 
erosional cutting and are largely dominated by bluegrass, need stronger stabilizing 
vegetation.  Road and vehicle use is damaging creek, but no upland effects observed. 
Vegetation Factors – This is an herbaceous site, and while it has reasonably good 
composition and age classes there should be greater diversity of species.  Extensive 
bluegrass patches are present.  The lotic sections lack adequate cover of stabilizing 
vegetation, recovery retarded by grazing impacts. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Hummocks and OHV use are damaging the channel in 
places.  System is currently vertically stable, but potential exists for headcutting if current 
livestock management and OHV use continues. 
Management/Monitoring Recommendations – Consider changing livestock timing and 
duration, especially by reducing late (hot) season use to allow for regrowth of stabilizing 
vegetation going into the fall/winter.  Eliminate OHV use in the wet areas.  Establish 
photo points on damaged areas to document recovery. 
 

Higgins Creek, Tributary 2 
Summary Determination - Reach was rated Functional at Risk with a “Not Apparent” 
trend (or possibly slightly upwards) with a relative scale rating of low.  Lack of adequate 
vegetative cover and incised areas were primary factors affecting rating. 
Reach Description – Tributary 2 is a short reach that flows into Higgins Creek in the SW 
¼ of Section 16, and is a first order stream that adds enough stream energy to change the 
character of Higgins Creek.  Landowner is Ochoco Lumber Company.   
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Potential vegetation is sedge 
rush community type with a few dogwood and or willow in places.  Channel type 
potential is a Rosgen B, currently incised in sections. 
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Hydrologic Factors – Parts of the channel are incised, width/depth ratio is too high.  
Riparian area is widening in places, but not incised sections.  While no impacts observed 
in channel, roads and logging activity in past may have contributed to incisions. 
Vegetation Factors – Reach if predominately an herbaceous site, adequate age-class and 
composition diversity.  Plants did not appear as vigorous as in other reaches in same area.  
Bank cover by stabilizing vegetation estimated at 30%, needs at least 85%. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Incised areas will need to widen and become vegetated in 
order to recover, rebuild sinuosity.  Fine sediments in channel seemed high, but stream is 
mostly processing them.  Sediments may be related to roads. 
Management Recommendations – While this is a short reach, the water flow is 
important as it seems very cold as it enters Higgins Creek.  The lower end is being 
impacted by OHV’s.  Channel needs to recover stabilizing vegetation, likely a change in 
livestock management is necessary. 

 
Higgins Creek, Tributary 3 

Summary Determination - The reach is rated Functional at Risk, with a “Not Apparent” 
(or very slightly upward) trend.  Lower section of reach is much worse than upper; lower 
section rated alone would be a downward trend.  Meadow at upper section is much better. 
Reach Description – Tributary 3 enters Higgins Creek approximately ½ mile above its 
confluence with Willow Creek.  It is a small stream that does not flow enough water to 
affect the character of Higgins Creek, but is important for late season flows.  Landowner 
is Ochoco Lumber Company.  See Map 1.  The upper portion of the reach is a wet 
meadow that becomes a flowing system. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Lower section is a B channel 
type, upper transitions from wet meadow to an E.  Sedges and rushes will form primary 
community types, with potential for some willow in places. 
Hydrologic Factors – The lower section of the reach below the meadows is poorly 
vegetated with stabilizing species, and the channel poorly defined.  There appears to be 
excessive fine sediments in the channel, although the source was not noted (possibly from 
road).  In lower section, most riparian vegetation is colonizer species, little riparian 
widening noted. 
Vegetation Factors – For reach as a whole, there was adequate age class and 
composition diversity, but the lower section is deficit in bank cover by stabilizing 
species.  It needs 80%, currently has only 25% estimated.  Upper meadow has good 
vegetation condition,, with near adequate vegetation cover and composition needed. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Channel is poorly defined in lower section, and lacks 
sinuosity.  Wood in channel is helping prevent further degradation; the sediment deposits 
appear to exceed the capability of the stream currently to colonize and stabilize. 
Management Recommendations – Modify grazing management to reduce intensity of 
use and eliminate continuous any late (hot) season use.  If road is not necessary for 
landowner management, consider closing and reshaping the road. 

 
Coon Creek Reach 1 

Summary Determination – Reach was rated as Proper Functioning Condition, at the 
low end.  
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Reach Description – Reach begins where stream flow becomes perennial in the SE ¼ of 
Section 7, with a wet meadow/spring complex above for some distance.  Reach length is 
0.46 miles, extends to change in gradient, more confined channel type where Reach 2 
begins.  Landowner is Ochoco Lumber Company. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Community type is sedge and 
rush, with some willow in places.  Channel type will be an E5/6.  
Hydrologic Factors – Elements working well, some confinement of channel by road 
location. 
Vegetation Factors – Reach has very good vegetative condition, composition, and vigor.  
Estimated bank cover is about 80% bank of good stabilizing plants, (rated 7-9).  Large 
wood not necessary for proper functioning of this reach, but is important in the higher 
gradient sections for added stability.  
Erosion/Deposition Factors – The small amounts of bank erosion sediments noted are 
being captured and helping to build sinuosity. 
Management Recommendations – Very good condition reach, at lower end of Potential 
Natural Plant Community.  Photo points should be established to document conditions, 
and Greenline monitoring used to establish baseline of vegetation bank cover in areas 
impacted by cattle use. 

 
Coon Creek Reach 2 

Summary Determination - Reach was rated as Functional at Risk with a downward 
trend.  Relative scale rating was at low end of FAR due to severe and numerous headcuts 
and sections of stream lacking stabilizing vegetation on banks. 
Reach Description – Reach begins at gradient change, end of Reach 1, where stream 
becomes more confined and forested.  Reach length is 1.19 miles, landowner is Ochoco 
Lumber Company.  See Map 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Community is conifer 
woodland, with sedges, rushes and some willows and aspen.  Channel is a B in places 

  

Headcuts in Reach 2.  Left photo shows active headcut below 
recently ditched section.  Right photo shows (poorly) an active 
headcut nearly 6’ deep that will drain a small wet meadow above it. 
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with wetland/marsh in a few sections.  Reach includes one section where culvert has 
backed up sediments and water, forming a very good condition wetland of sedge/rush and 
willow/aspen. 
Hydrologic Factors – Width: depth ratio is too high.  Some riparian area widening 
noticed, but progress appears slow.  Below headcuts, no floodplain exists. 
Vegetation Factors – The composition diversity and age class presence is acceptable, 
but spotty in distribution.  Some areas are exhibiting reduced vigor from high grazing 
use.  Bank cover by stabilizing species should be in excess of 80%, but currently is less 
than 20% in sections.  Adequate residual forest remains for future large wood; large 
wood not critical to function in most sections, but aids in stability. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Headcuts pose major threats to the future of this reach.  
Several occur at the lower end of important wet meadow areas, and it is likely the next 
few high flows will cause them to extend upstream causing gullies that will dry out these 
areas.   
Management Recommendations – Immediate steps should be taken to design and 
implement activities to reduce/eliminate the potential of increased gully formation in this 
reach.  Improper cattle grazing (time, intensity, duration, frequency) can accelerate the 
rate of headcuts through trampling damage and overuse of important stabilizing species.  
In one short section, landowner has ditched stream, leaving raw bare banks.  

 
Coon Creek Reach 3 

Summary Determination – This short reach was rated as Functional at Risk with a 
downward trend due to headcutting.  Relative scale rating is low.   
Reach Description – Reach begins at beginning of meadow type at lower end of Reach 2 
(see Map 2), extends downstream to Ochoco Lumber property boundary.  Reach length is 
0.20 miles. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Reach is a meadow type, 
potential channel type is E5/6, currently a G in short sections.  Vegetation community is 
sedge and rush with willow clumps. 
Hydrologic Factors – Series of small downcuts pose potential and current damage to 
reach.  Width: depth ratio is too high.  Some Baltic rush swards are increasing, but these 
do not dominate; overall riparian widening was not apparent. 
Vegetation Factors – Most of the reach was dominated by bluegrass, in-stream 
colonizers and some areas of Baltic rush.  Cattle use is reducing vigor on most species 
except Baltic rush.  Major problem is inadequate vegetative cover on banks.  This type 
needs 80% for adequate cover, currently estimated at 20%.  Large wood not needed in 
this system. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Some sections are incised and braided, several small 
headcuts (<2 feet high) are impacting deposition capabilities, causing reduced sinuosity. 
Management Recommendations – Headcuts should be repaired.  Changes to grazing 
management, particularly avoiding hot season use will be necessary to allow for recovery 
of needed vegetation.  Document recovery efforts with photo points.   
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Coon Creek Reach 4 
Summary Determination - This reach was rated at the high end of Proper Functioning 
Condition, at the lower end of Potential Natural Condition.  This is an excellent condition 
reach. 
Reach Description – Reach begins at the upper property boundary of Monroe, extends 
downstream to the property boundary with Galen Wunsch, a distance of 0.6 miles.  See 
map 2. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – The potential and current 
condition channel is E6 and wetland, vegetation community potential and current 
condition is sedge and rush wetland with clumps of willow. 
Hydrologic Factors – Some grazing impacts (bare banks, trampling) near the upper 
fenceline, but this comprises a very small portion of reach.   Overall is in excellent  
condition. 
Vegetation Factors – Excellent diversity composition, distribution, bank cover, vigor, 
are expressed in this reach.  Large wood is not needed for stability. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Where the small creek enters, some hummocks observed 
but not serious currently.  Small headcut observed immediately below old cabin that has 
stabilized, offers good example of recovery.   
Management Recommendations – The downstream landowner has expressed concern 
that his reaches on Coon Creek along with this reach could be impacted by a lawsuit to 
allow public access along the existing road.  Introduction of OHV’s to this high quality 
meadow/stream system could be devastating to this system, and threaten millions of 
gallons of late season water storage.  Photo points should be established to document 
current conditions. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Left photo, upstream into reach 4.  Right photo, downstream 
to Reach 5.  Both reaches are nearing Potential Natural 
Community, which is the highest seral stage and condition. 
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Coon Creek Reach 5 
Summary Determination – Reach 5 is rated Proper Functioning Condition at the high 
end, and at Potential Plant Community (Winward 2000 Group 2).   
Reach Description – Reach begins at the upper end of property owned by Galen 
Wunsch, extends downstream for 0.4 miles to where it passes through culvert into 
different meadow type.  See map 2. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Present and potential plant 
community is a sedge and rush with willow clumps.  Channel is currently and potentially 
an E6/wetland. 
Hydrologic Factors – Everything working.  
Vegetation Factors –  Reach exhibits excellent condition, species composition and 
diversity, obligates comprise up to 90% with a few facultative-wets, up to 95% bank 
cover with right species (rate 8-10 for stability). 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Everything working well, very stable. 
Management Recommendations – Rotational grazing system very compatible with this 
reach.  Reach stores millions of gallons of water for late season flows to Willow Creek 
system.  The landowner is very concerned about a lawsuit that has resulted from a new 
party coming into the area and wanting to subdivide the purchased land.  The lawsuit 
seeks to reopen an old county road to public use that was vacated 60 years ago that 
crosses Coon Creek.  OHV access to this meadow system could devastate the hydrology 
and plants. 

 
Coon Creek Reach 6 

Summary Determination – Stream is rated as Functional at Risk, relative rating of mid 
level, with no apparent trend.  This reach, along with others in the Willow Creek 
Assessment, is basically functioning as a ditch.  It has been straightened and channelized, 
lacks many of the normal functions of a stream but handles the water and sediments in 
most flows.  
Reach Description – Reach 6 begins at the first culvert above the County road and 
extends downstream to the County road, a distance of 0.66 miles.  See Map 2. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Under natural conditions, the 
potential would be a C channel with inclusions of E.  Capability under current 
management is a G channel (similar to irrigation ditch).  Potential plant community is 
sedges and rushes with some willows.  
Hydrologic Factors – Low banks allow higher flows to spread over the meadow in most 
places.  Lacks sinuosity; straightened with increased gradient.  In upper part, some 
widening of the riparian area, but dominated by pasture grasses in remainder. 
Vegetation Factors – Multiple age classes of Baltic rush; most plants are pasture grasses 
with a few rushes.  Bank cover is adequate for a ditch, at which this reach largely 
functions, but very deficient for the potential stream that would occupy this type valley.  
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Stream currently handling the water and sediments, 
little/no evidence stream is attempting to increase sinuosity or break out of the 
constructed channel.  
Management Recommendations – Under current management, the primary 
recommendations would be to manage so as to increase the presence of stabilizing 
riparian species throughout the reach.  If the landowner desires to improve the wet 
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meadow for future water storage and late season flows, channel could be modified to 
allow natural recovery over a period of years.  

 
Newbill Creek Reach 1 

Summary Determination – Reach is rated as Functional at Risk with a downward trend, 
relative scale rating at low level.  Downcutting, bank trampling and declining vigor in 
important stabilizing plants are primary factors.  
Reach Description – Reach begins in a spring complex wetland and extends downstream 
to the dry reservoir, a distance of 0.46 miles.  Land owner is Ochoco Lumber Company, 
see Map 3. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – The stream type is currently a 
G, along most sections, potentially would be a series of small wetlands connected by a B 
or E channel, depending on gradient.  Plant community would be sedges and rushes. 
Hydrologic Factors – Defined channel is lacking in sections of reach, in some places 
flowing through wetland areas, in others flow is contained in downcut sections (G).  
Channel is losing form and moving outside downcut areas to form new channels, draining 
wetland areas.   
Vegetation Factors – The reach exhibits remnants of excellent composition in 
vegetation, with numerous sedge species.  But near headcuts, little riparian vegetation 
exists.  Water table has dropped, drying out areas that previously supported sedges and 
rushes.  Most streambank vegetation now is bluegrass and forbs, with low-palatability 
Baltic rush.  Less than 20% of bank is covered with stabilizing riparian vegetation. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Low gradient section at lower end can access flat areas 
adjacent to stream, but above the flood plain has been lost to widening and/or incision.  
Active headcuts in upper 2/3 of reach. 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Changes are recommended in livestock 
management in this reach to reduce the impacts livestock are having on stream channel 
and vegetation vigor, distribution (bank cover) and composition.  Actions should be taken 
to repair/stabilize headcut areas to reduce future damage, allow healing.  

 
Newbill Creek Reach 2 

Summary Determination – Reach is rated as Functional at Risk with a downward trend, 
relative scale rating of mid level.  Downcutting in this wet meadow system threatens to 
drain expansive areas of water storage and forage production.   
Reach Description – Reach begins at reservoir dam, extends downstream to lower 
boundary of Ochoco Lumber Company ownership, a distance of 0.72 miles.  See Map 3. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Potential for entire reach is a 
wet meadow type with small connecting sections of E channel; naturally this would be 
more wetland than stream.  Plant community potential is for sedge and rush wet meadow.  
Hydrologic Factors – Where channel is present, has access to floodplain except for 
incised areas.  In other places, water flows through wetland vegetation.  Channel losing 
form, widening, and downcutting severely in several places.   
Vegetation Factors – In areas where the water table remains high, there is good riparian 
plant presence, but being lost in areas of headcuts.  There is a high diversity of riparian 
species represented in the reach, but distribution needs to be more continuous.  Vigor is 
declining in areas of incisions as water table is lost.  Bank cover at Potential should be 
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95%, currently is estimated at 60%.  Damage by feral pigs was observed throughout the 
lower half of this reach.  Pigs need to be controlled. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Headcuts in Newbill Creek – From the top to the bottom of the assessed reaches, 
headcuts are a serious problem that threatens the integrity of the wet meadow systems.  
Stabilizing and repairing the headcuts must be accorded a very high priority.  The left 
photo displays a substantial channel that has drained portions of the wet meadow, 
lowering the water table and drying the site.  Upland grasses have replaced sedges and 
rushes where Elmore is standing.  In the bottom, some recovery is occurring as the 
channel has widened and stabilized at a new base.   
 
On the right, a new and active headcut just above the old cabin threatens to drain 
extensive areas of the large upstream wet meadow.  Even though there is a developed 
watering site for cattle less than 200 yards below this, the open water here is attracting 
cattle and the trampling and forage utilization is reducing vigor and accelerating the 
headcut formation. 
 
All the headcuts should be stabilized with designed repairs.  Livestock management 
should be changed to reduce the trampling damage and allow plants to regain vigor and 
root strength. 
 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Change livestock management to reduce 
grazing intensity and trampling damage.  At headcut above cabin, cattle are using this as 
a watering site along with the developed water source below the cabin.  Trampling is 
accelerating headcut development.  Headcut needs to be repaired and stabilized to 
prevent completely altering this wet meadow to an upland dry meadow site, with 
accompanying loss of large amounts of stored ground water.  
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Newbill Creek Reach 3 
Summary Determination – Reach is rated Functional at Risk with downward trend due 
to presence of series of headcuts in the wet meadow system.  Relative rating is low. 
Reach Description - Reach is owned by Bruun, begins at fenced lower boundary of 
Ochoco Lumber, extends downstream to next ownership boundary for a distance of 0.5 
miles.  See Map 3.     
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Potential is for a wetland/marsh 
with sedge and rush communities, E6 channel where channels exist.  
Hydrologic Factors – Headcuts are draining and drying portions of the wetlands.  
Riparian area has achieved potential extent, but appears to be narrowing in places as 
water table lost. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Several large headcuts were observed; one just above 
cabin is serious threat to draining a major area of wetland above it.  Along most of reach, 
water is stored/standing in typical lentic system, slowly being released.  Headcuts will 
change that. 
Vegetation Factors – In areas where the water table remains high, there is good riparian 
plant presence, but being lost in areas of headcuts.  There is a high diversity of riparian 
species represented in the reach, but distribution needs to be more continuous.  Vigor is 
declining in areas of incisions as water table is lost.  Bank cover at Potential should be 
95%, currently is estimated at 60%.  Damage by feral pigs was observed through out this 
reach.  Pigs need to be controlled. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Series of headcuts accelerating erosion, downcutting, 
losing potential for sinuosity. 
 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Recent impacts from livestock grazing 
not observed, but headcuts likely resulted from earlier period grazing.  Plant composition, 
distribution and vigor need to recover markedly.  Headcuts need to be repaired and 
stabilized to prevent continued draining of wet meadow system that contributes large 
amounts of stored water to late-season stream flows.  

 
Willow Creek Reach 1 

Summary Determination – Reach was rated Functional at Risk a downward trend, mid 
level on the relative scale.  
Reach Description – Willow Creek begins 0.36 miles above the confluence with Higgins 
Creek below wet meadow and spring complex, ends at confluence.  Property is owned by 
Ochoco Lumber Company.  See Map 1. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Potential for this reach (above 
the big culvert) is basically a wet meadow complex with some connecting segments of E 
channels.  Plant community is sedges and rushes; not a willow site. 
Hydrologic Factors – Series of small headcuts exist, and width: depth ratio is too high in 
places.  Stream is very low gradient, with low energy and potentially can recover quickly 
with changed management. 
Vegetation Factors – The reach is herbaceous throughout, with good species 
composition and age classes, excellent stabilizing species present including Nebraska 
sedge.  Heavy utilization and reduced vigor (narrow at leaf bases) noted on Nebraska 
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sedge.  Existing bank cover of stabilizing species estimated at 45%, need minimum of 
80% of highly vigorous plants. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Trampled and compacted banks increasing sediments to 
stream, along with “OHV mudbogging” in lower meadow.  Flood plain not developed in 
incised sections, but very low gradient and water spreads easily for energy dissipation.   
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Change livestock management to reduce 
or eliminate late (hot) season use in order to carry more standing riparian vegetation into 
the winter/spring runoff periods and improve plant vigor.  Complete rest for several years 
would accelerate recovery of this short reach.  Hummocks are occurring from compaction 
by hoofed animals.  Headcuts need to be repaired and stabilized.  Monitoring plots, 
including photo points would be helpful to document recovery. 

 
Willow Creek Reach 2 

Summary Determination – Reach 2 is rated Functioning at Risk with an upward trend, 
relative scale of mid-level.   
Reach Description – Reach 2 begins at confluence of Willow Creek and Higgins Creek, 
extends downstream for 1.24 miles to boundary with lower neighbor.  See Map 1.  
Property is owned by Ochoco Lumber Company.  
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Reach previously has deeply 
downcut and is evolving a new floodplain and channel in portions of the gully.  Potential 
channel type is a C; potential vegetation is willow/aspen with sedges and rushes.  Some 
conifers occur in patches.  
Hydrologic Factors – Within the evolving channel, flood plain is forming in some 
sections, others retain narrow and vertical banks.  Width: depth ratio remains too high, 
very shallow except where structures provide pools.  Substantial sediment is present in 
the upper end, likely from when the bridge replacement occurred in recent past and 
allowed a flush of stored sediments.  Some riparian widening noted where the gully 
bottom has widened adequately to provide flood plain.   
Vegetation Factors – Good composition of both herbaceous and woody stabilizing 
species.  While numerous planted willows, cottonwood and dogwood were noted, 
observations were also made of natural reproduction of several species of willow.  
Herbaceous species include excellent stabilizers.  For minimum bank cover of stabilizing 
species, 70% cover with vigorous plants rated 7-9 is required, currently estimated at no 
more than 35%.  While this is mostly a meadow environment, wood can play an 
important role in stabilizing and recovering channel. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – The upper and lower sections are evolving/recovering 
more rapidly than the middle section.  Middle transports water and sediment like a flume, 
little widening that will allow for development of flood plain.  Upper area has large 
amounts of sediments that will continue to work through system and become part of new 
flood plain as it stabilizes and becomes vegetated. 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – A number of log and/or rock structures 
were observed in the reach; some continue to work as designed, others have been 
reorganized by the stream, others blew out and are ineffective.  Willows were planted in 
some, provide added strength.  No changes in management recommended at this time.   
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Willow Creek Reach 4 
Summary Determination – Reach 4 is rated as Functional at Risk with an upward trend, 
relative scale of mid-level.    
Reach Description – Reach 4 is a short segment (0.31 miles) owned by Ochoco Lumber 
Company at the lower end of the largely forested landscape.  See map 2. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – A C4/5 channel is evolving in 
the bottom of a severely downcut reach.  The potential vegetation community is willow 
with sedges and rushes.  
Hydrologic Factors – A floodplain is developing in the bottom of the gully where 
adequately widened, similar to Reach 2.  Riparian area is widening along these sections.  
Stream continues to be too shallow and wide. 
Vegetation Factors – Vegetation with the right composition, diversity, age class 
representation is available for future recovery as the channel evolves, but still early in 
process and more flood plain needs to become available for colonization and 
stabilization.  Portion of the willows noted occur on the abandoned terrace above the 
current stream level.  Large wood and rock are further stabilizing some deposits along 
with vegetation.  A multiple age ponderosa pine forest provides current and future large 
wood opportunity that will be important for recovery along this reach.  This reach has 
been rested from grazing for several years. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Within the confines of the evolving channel, erosion and 
deposition processes are largely working.  Exception to this is those sections with vertical 
banks and narrow widths. 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Extensive past efforts have been made 
to accelerate recovery by addition of log and rock structures, cabled juniper riprap and 
planting of willows and other woody species.  Some of these structures have created 
roughness even though they failed to remain in place, and will eventually be incorporated 
in the stream bottom.  No changes recommended from current management for stream 
recovery, there may be some fish habitat work that could be considered.   

 

Willow Creek Reach 4 
Reach 4 was downcut and badly 
degraded by the removal of willows and 
other practices 50 or more years ago.  
Now the stream is recovering both 
naturally and with conservation 
assistance by the landowner.  The log 
structure in this photo did not function as 
intended, but adds diversity to the 
channel along with the woody 
vegetation: Coyote, Booth and Geyer 
willow, aspen, and sedges.  The bank is 
now as strong as anchored rock.  
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Willow Creek Reach 5 
Summary Determination – Reach 5 was rated at the low end of Properly Functioning 
Condition.  This reach is much more evolved and stable than the reaches either above or 
below.  
Reach Description – Reach 5 begins at the lower boundary of the Ochoco Lumber 
property and continues downstream to the property boundary with Glenn Fessler, a 
distance of 1.58 miles.  The property is owned by Galen Wunsch.  See Map 2.   
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – This recovering G channel is 
evolving largely to a C4/5 channel with inclusions of E in flatter gradient areas.  Plant 
community is willow with sedges and rushes.  
Hydrologic Factors – Sections with vertical banks remain, particularly in the upper 1/3 
of the reach, but lower sections are evolving and the bottom of the channel has come up 
dramatically, creating accessible and widening flood plain.  Beavers are active mid-reach, 
and have several stable dams.  
Vegetation Factors – Composition, diversity and root strength of current vegetation is 
very good, and clearly improving over time.  Bank cover, including both cover of 
stabilizing vegetation plus rock is at the minimum 80% needed for this stream type.  Six 
willow species were noted, along with rose, dogwood, chokecherry, many sedges and 
rushes.  Below the beaver dams, false banks were observed curling over and falling into 
the channel and becoming stabilized, accelerating narrowing and deepening of the 
channel.  This only occurs when false banks are held together by strong sedge/rush roots. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – All factors working well, however there is a potential for 
downcutting on the lower end depending on future management by the downstream 
neighbor.  A small but stabilized headcut was observed just below the lower beaver dam.  
Management/Monitoring recommendations – No change in current management is 
recommended.  This reach is a showcase for demonstrating stream channel evolution in 
severely degraded (downcut) systems.  The landowner has implemented a wide variety of 
conservation practices to accelerate recovery, including fencing both sides of the creek, 
log and/or rock structures, juniper riprap, and others.  And he has constantly monitored 
conditions and adapted as conditions changed.  This work has extended over a 20+ year 
period, and emphasizes the need to take a long term view of restoration.  Lots of little 
things over a long period of time with low risk have resulted in major successes.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Clues to the Past – The reddish-
orange colors in this photo result 
from a time when this was part of a 
floodplain dominated by sedges and 
rushes.  Many of these plants can 
gather oxygen from the air and pump 
it into their roots.  The roots died 
when the stream downcut and the 
oxidation is the only remaining 
evidence.  Millions of gallons of 
water storage were lost. 
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Willow Creek Reach 6 

Summary Determination – Reach 6 is rated Functional at Risk with an upward trend at 
the lower end of the relative scale.  Channel is very early in recovery process after being 
channelized, downcutting and moved across the valley.  
Reach Description – The reach extends for 2.3 miles down the property of Glenn 
Fessler, beginning at the lower end of the Wunsch property.  See Map 3.  Reach was not 
broken at the main road crossing since there was little change in stream attributes above 
and below road.  
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – This is a heavily altered system, 
first downcut from loss of willows 50 or more years ago, then channelized and relocated 
across the valley to provide more usable agricultural lands.  In places, the new floodplain 
in the gully bottom will evolve to an E channel in low gradient sections, C in others.  
Rock structures are currently dominating channel recovery processes in many sections.  
Vegetation community should be combination of willow and sedges and rushes.   
Hydrologic Factors – Few areas have yet to evolve a flood plain, and remains deeply 
incised and straight.  Some riparian widening noted where sediments are stabilized. 
Vegetation Factors – Herbaceous vegetation is available for recovery within the reach 
and upstream in R4 over time, but currently weakly expressed.  There should be much 
better willow presence.  Coyote willow was found in reach, and one Booth willow at the 
road crossing.  
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Reach is straight and incised, developing some meander 
where able to form sediment deposits and new flood plain.  Vertical stability due largely 
to check dams and erosion resistant clay soils in the upper section, these should be 
monitored to insure they do not fail and cause upstream damage.  
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Landowner was beginning willow 
plantings the day after our assessment, we discussed recommendations for planting.  This 
work is often most successful during dormant seasons, but may work if properly done 
this time of year.  Some carefully designed and implemented rock work could be helpful, 
but if not done correctly could end up causing more downcuts in future high flow events.  
In addition to planting willows, suggestion was made to landowner to collect sedge/rush 
seeds and plugs and transplant within reach where floodplains are forming.  Willows 
should be incorporated in any rock hardening to provide additional strength.  Even 
concrete sections will fail where not keyed into bank well, willow roots help prevent 
cutting under and/or around structures.   

 
Willow Creek Reach 7 

Summary Determination – Reach is rated Functioning at Risk with No Apparent trend, 
at the lower end of the relative scale.  Current management of this reach is more similar 
to an irrigation ditch, transporting water and sediment, than normal stream functions.  
Reach Description – Reach 7 begins at the upper boundary of the Molony property and 
extends downstream to the County road, where stream character and management 
change.  Length of reach is 0.38 miles, see Map 4.  
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Under current capability, 
stream will remain a G channel, similar to an irrigation ditch.  Potentially, with changed 
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management could evolve to a highly sinuous E channel.  Potential vegetation is sedges 
and rushes with some willow. 
Hydrologic Factors – Channel being dished out in places by livestock trampling and 
rock structures have locked this shape into place.  Appears to be more areas where 
riparian vegetation is being lost than where riparian area is widening.   
Vegetation Factors – Several species of rushes noted, along with several heavily 
browsed coyote willow just below the beginning of the reach.  Riparian plants exhibit 
low vigor, impacted by grazing and trampling.  Much lower production of forage along 
this reach than downstream areas.  Stream bank cover with stabilizing species should be 
80%, currently no more than 30%; high percentage of bare bank, bluegrass. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Rock drop structures are being substituted for sinuosity in 
dissipation of energy.  System is vertically stable due to rock structures, but these are 
showing damage from livestock trampling, should be watched to insure water does not 
channel around ends of them. 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – For improved riparian health, area needs 
change in livestock management.  If compatible with landowner objectives, this stream 
could be allowed to evolve into a much more productive watercourse through evolution.  

 
Willow Creek Reach 8 

Summary Determination – Reach 8 was rated as Properly Functioning Condition within 
its current capability.  It is not functioning as a natural stream, but rather as a ditch that 
has some good attributes of streams.  It is highly altered, being channelized, straightened 
and held in place by rock structures. 
Reach Description – Reach 8 begins at the County road and continues downstream to 
the reservoir dam, a distance of 1.37 miles.  It is owned by Mr. Molony, see Map 4.   
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – Under current capability, it will 
remain a highly altered but stable G channel, with sedges and rushes plus willow.  It has 
the potential to be a sinuous E channel, and make a large difference in the amount of 
potential water storage for late season flows to Willow Creek.  
Hydrologic Factors – Lower half of reach has access to floodplain along most; upper 
reach confined within channel banks.  Constructed and straightened channel, riparian 
widening is occurring on lower 2/3 of reach; vertical banks on upper part.  
Vegetation Factors – Many herbaceous stabilizers, obligates and fac wets, for 
maintenance and recovery, plus Pacific willow.  Adequate (75%) bank cover of 
stabilizing species in lower end, plus rock structure; less exists in the upper portion.   
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Channelized stream is stable and processing water and 
sediments well.  Rock drop structures substituted for sinuosity to dissipate stream energy.  
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Major concerns exist about the amount 
and types of noxious and invasive weeds in this reach.  Team observed knapweed 
throughout the stream reach and on access roads, white top, water hemlock, Canada and 
bull thistle, and teasel.  These species were not seen below the reservoir dam, so it may 
be possible still to prevent their infesting downstream areas.   
Depending on future landowner objectives, this area could develop into a large wetland, 
sinuous stream valley type that would be highly productive for fish, wildlife, and water 
storage. 
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Willow Creek Reach 9 
Summary Determination – Reach 9 is rated as Functioning at Risk with Not Apparent 
trend, low level on the relative scale.  
Reach Description – Reach 9 begins at the reservoir dam, heading downstream in the 
rocky canyon areas; very different than any of the above reaches.  It extends downstream 
to the small BLM ownership, a distance of 0.69 miles.  The property is owned by 
Molony, see Map 4. 
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – The current capability is 
confined by the capture of stream sediments in the reservoir, limiting the future evolution 
of the stream below.  It likely will remain a B channel, or F, with short segments of E 
where sediments are available for capture and vegetation.  Without the reservoir, 
potential would be to have more E sections.  Vegetation will be willows with sedges and 
rushes. Stream varies from intermittent to interrupted. 
Hydrologic Factors – Stream is a boulder chute within confined and often vertical 
canyon walls, few areas with floodplains evident, little riparian area.   
Vegetation Factors – While poorly distributed, there is good representation of important 
riparian species throughout the reach.  Cover of riparian species is less than 20%.  Most 
cover is upland grasses.   
Erosion/Deposition Factors – This is a sediment poor reach because of the dam and 
thusly lacks capability to develop riparian vegetation except over the very long future.  
Management/Monitoring recommendations – The team believes the increasing 
presence of juniper is further reducing the capability of the stream to store water and 
grow riparian vegetation, including willows.  If feasible, the juniper should be burned or 
otherwise killed to reduce water transpiration.  Near the lower end, where Newbill Creek 
enters, there are more sediments being delivered.  Pigs are present in the upper portion of 
the reach.   

 
                                                             
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Two separate conditions exist in the canyon in reaches 9, 10 and 11.  Above Newbill Creek 
confluence and in most sections below that creek is a boulder lined chute with some riparian 
vegetation but mostly upland grasses along channel edge.  Below Newbill Creek there are a 
number of flats with increasing riparian vegetation where channel is developing characteristics of 
a Rosgen E channel. 
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Willow Creek Reach 10 

Summary Determination – Reach 10 is rated Functional at Risk with an upward trend, 
at the upper relative scale.   
Reach Description – Reach 10 is a BLM segment below Newbill Creek, and extends 
downstream for 0.37 stream miles.  See Map 4.  
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – This reach is similar to R9, but 
receives more water and sediments from Newbill Creek and reflects that in the current 
and potential condition.  While still basically a B channel, segments of E channel are 
developing in the captured sediments and more will develop in the future.  Primary 
vegetation community is sedge and rush, with some willows.  
Hydrologic Factors – Few segments are beginning to develop flood plains; more plants 
are present in this reach than above or below, affecting capability and rate of evolution.  
Vegetation Factors – This reach has a good diversity of riparian herbaceous plants, 
including stabilizing species.  Bank cover of stabilizing species inadequate, but moving in 
the right direction.  Scoulers willow, normally a higher elevation upland species, was 
observed in the riparian area and all plants observed were covered with defoliating 
beetles.  
Erosion/Deposition Factors – Adequate flood plain exists to begin to dissipate energy 
from flows, some meandering beginning in those sections.  Reach remains sediment poor, 
continuing recovery will be slow.  
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Continue current management.  If 
feasible, conduct joint burning project with adjacent landowner to kill/reduce junipers.  

 
Willow Creek Reach 11 

Summary Determination – Reach 11 is rated Functional at Risk, No Apparent trend, at 
mid level of scale.  
Reach Description – Reach 11 is owned by Molony, and extends between the BLM 
ownership and Ochoco National Grasslands.  Reach length is 0.67 stream miles.  
Potential Vegetative Community and Channel Type – This reach is similar to R9 but 
benefits from the distance below the reservoir and increased sediments from both within 
stream and from the canyon walls.  While still basically a B channel, very small segments 
of E channel are developing in the captured sediments and more will develop in the 
future.  Primary vegetation community is sedge and rush, with some willows. 
Hydrologic Factors –  Stream is a boulder chute within confined and often vertical 
canyon walls, few areas with floodplains evident, little riparian area.   
Vegetation Factors – Coyote and Scoulers willow noted within reach, both low vigor 
and infested with defoliating beetles.  More reed canarygrass in this reach than above.  
There is inadequate bank cover of stabilizing species throughout reach. 
Erosion/Deposition Factors – This is a sediment poor reach, lacks capability to develop 
riparian vegetation except over the very long future.  Most sediments that enter from 
Newbill Creek currently being captured in the BLM reach. 
Management/Monitoring recommendations – Reduce amounts of juniper in 
cooperation with BLM and Forest Service.  
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